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Introduction
Often a learner will leave preparation for an audition too late, not realising how 
much effort and time is needed to perfect a piece and understand its context 
within the play as a whole. This unit is designed to show learners how to 
approach audition work and how to choose audition pieces. The unit could be 
delivered over 12 weeks in the Autumn Term of the second year of the course of 
study, allowing 5 hours per week of Guided Learning Hours. It could be staffed 
with one or two members of staff, but it is possible that professional actors or 
ex‑learners might be able to deliver some of the sessions in order to share their 
own audition experiences.

Classes should start with vocal warm‑ups and exercises. A useful book for this 
is The Voice Exercise Book by Jeannette Nelson.

Learning objectives
This unit aims to equip learners with:

 f Planning skills
 f Key acting techniques.

in order to perform effectively in audition performances for employment in:
 f Live theatre
 f Filmed media.

Week One
Give an introduction to the unit. The unit will prepare learners for auditions for:
1. A play which is being cast for live theatre where the audience will be the 

director.
2. A series/programme/film for TV or film where the audience will be the 

production director and casting director and possibly the producer.
3. A drama school where the audience will be the course director and perhaps 

include other teaching staff.

The above three scenarios are the usual situations faced by a learner in an 
audition, but they need to be prepared for all eventualities so that they remain 
unwavering, confident and focused. The learner could give a good audition, but be 
unsuitable for the character being cast.

As many learners will be preparing for drama school/university auditions it 
would be useful to start by setting them some research into different courses to 
see what is required at audition/interview.

For drama school, the attitude displayed by the learner is important and the 
course director will be looking for acting techniques, but also professionalism and 
a display of ‘courage, imagination, spontaneity and commitment’. Learners need 
to be well prepared for possible interview questions and for being asked to try a 
section of the audition piece in a different way. All drama schools/universities are 
different. Research the centre and the course for which you are auditioning.

Show the students at least two drama school websites and one university 
one. Ask them to find out what is needed for an audition. You can give this set of 
questions to help guide the learners on their research:
1. List the courses that are on offer and are relevant to what you want to study.
2. Find details about taster days.
3. Look at the application process and deadlines – note these down.
4. Give any specific details about auditions.
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Consider these different links and discuss what key information you learn 
from them:
Central School of Speech and Drama:

 f https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0FOI5vevDE
 f https://www.surrey.ac.uk/features/how‑enjoy‑your‑audition‑gsa
 f http://www.oldvic.ac.uk/courses/full‑time‑adult‑learning/three‑year‑
professional‑acting.html

For live theatre, the audition piece is usually taken from a full‑length play with 
which the learner needs to be familiar. A monologue should be chosen showing 
key acting techniques and skills. For drama school, learners are often asked to 
choose one monologue from a play by Shakespeare and one contemporary piece. 
Sometimes learners will be asked to sing a song – contemporary pop songs are 
not always appropriate.

Learners must experiment with different characters and plays to find the most 
suitable for them. Learners will discover how to read and interpret Shakespearean 
text by studying the prose and poetry of the plays and the techniques used by 
actors to deliver speeches.

Screen auditions often require the actor to read from a script. In order 
to prepare for this, some of this unit focuses on sight reading and how to 
approach it.

The unit will look at the following:
 f Character portrayal
 f Voice
 f Speech
 f Movement
 f Emotional range
 f Different text styles
 f Interaction with audience.

Assessment will take place in at least three audition pieces, two of which must be 
contrasting.

Learners will work towards solo pieces but will work together during the 
planning stages and the preparation of pieces.

The learning outcomes
On completion of the unit, learners should:
1. Know how to select suitable audition material
2. Be able to relate vocal and physical performance techniques to character and 

style
3. Be able to use vocal and physical technique in performance.

Learners will need to keep some form of logbook, be it written or in the form of a 
video diary. Learners will need to annotate pieces and make notes on plays they 
have read. They should watch filmed versions of plays online and use websites 
such as www.digitaltheatre.com and www.nationaltheatre.org.uk

Detailed breakdowns of the three learning outcomes are given in the unit 
specification but it is useful for learners to have them presented in a list so that 
they can easily access them and address each element. They can apply them 
while creating the logbooks and use them when annotating text and researching 
plays. Not all styles need to be covered so the teacher can edit the lists.

The details of each of the three learning outcomes are listed in the Resources 
at the end of this scheme.

Week 2
Many drama schools will expect a Shakespeare monologue at audition.

 Learners will come with different experiences of Shakespeare’s works. It 
might be wise to start with a sonnet as a basis for working with his language and 
embarking on a study of his metre. You can find all 154 sonnets here:
http://poetry.eserver.org/sonnets/

Ask learners to choose a sonnet and read it aloud to themselves as a sight reading 
exercise. Discuss ways to prepare for sight reading and how to overcome nerves. 
Always arrive early at auditions in order to use any available time preparing a 
speech given to you to sight read.

The following is one of the more well‑known sonnets. It can be used to 
demonstrate how to work on Shakespearean language.
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Sonnet 18

Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate.
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer’s lease hath all too short a date.
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmed;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance, or nature’s changing course, untrimmed;
But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow’st,
Nor shall death brag thou wand’rest in his shade,
When in eternal lines to Time thou grow’st.
     So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,
     So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

William Shakespeare

Read this sonnet to the class.
Give each learner a copy of the sonnet so they can annotate it as they work 

with it. Put a copy of the sonnet on each side of the sheet of paper. Make sure the 
pages are numbered 1 and 2. You may wish to use different colours for the text, 
e.g. black on page 1 and blue on page 2. Start with page 1. Encourage learners to 
annotate the sonnet as they analyse the structural elements on page 1 and then 
use page 2 for making notes on the meaning.

Ask learners to comment on the following structural elements:
 f Number of lines
 f Rhyming pattern
 f Beats per line – count the syllables
 f Pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables.

Split the class into pairs and ask them to experiment with how to read the poem. 
It should be broken down into four sections:

 f Lines 1 to 4
 f Lines 5 to 8
 f Lines 9 to 12
 f Lines 13 and 14.

Spend 20 minutes on this exercise. Learners should start to wonder about the 
meaning, but keep them focused on vocal delivery. Breaking down the sonnet 
later into units might help with the meaning.

The learners then perform the sonnet; perhaps a line per learner or each pair 
performs the whole sonnet sharing lines in whatever way they wish. If anyone 
wishes to perform the whole sonnet then let them.

Listen to different audio versions of the sonnet. Each one will be different. See 
how the stressing of one word over another changes the meaning. This is a link to 
David Tennant reading the sonnet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD6Of‑pwKP4

Does his interpretation of the sonnet help with the meaning, and with 
understanding what Shakespeare was trying to express?

Start to analyse the metre. You will need to explain and exemplify the 
following:

 f Foot – two beats or two syllables
 f Iamb – unstressed syllable followed by stressed syllable 
Adjective is iambic

 f If the line has five feet then there are ten syllables or beats. If each foot is an 
iamb, then this is an example of iambic pentameter

 f Trochee – stressed syllable followed by unstressed syllable 
Adjective is trochaic

 f Spondee – stressed/stressed, e.g. wigwam
 f Pyrric – unstressed, unstressed, e.g. in a
 f Anapest –unstressed, unstressed, stressed
 f Dactyl – stressed, stressed, unstressed.

Ask the learners to say the lines aloud and work out the separate syllables. Insert 
a solidus after each two syllables to discover there are five feet in a line therefore 
we have a pentameter.

Eg Shall I/ compare/ thee to/ a sum/mer’s day?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Now work out in each foot, whether the syllables are stressed or unstressed. Is 

iambic pentameter being used throughout the poem?
Turn now to Hamlet’s ‘To be or not to be ...’ speech. This link to a scene‑by‑

scene guide to Hamlet will be useful:
https://www.thoughtco.com/hamlet‑scenes‑breakdown‑2984983

Each learner should read the speech to themselves first and practise saying it aloud.
Once the learners have experimented on their own, they should start to work 

on the speech in pairs, working out which words to emphasise, which syllables 
are stressed and which are unstressed.

Now perform the first four lines to each other. Each learner should say the first 
four lines to the rest of the class.

Show the following clip about the delivery of the speech. It is concerned with 
which words to stress and how it changes the meaning.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEs8rK5Cqt8

This clip from RSC: Shakespeare Live is about how to say the first two lines of 
Hamlet’s famous ‘To be or not to be’ speech – see how many famous actors and 
princes they can spot.

The clip demonstrates that the actor can find many different ways to deliver 
the speech.

This second clip from the film The King’s Speech with a reading of the ‘To be 
or not to be’ soliloquy deals with fluency and one technique for overcoming a 
stammer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNldbOKp_S8

Learners should now look at different Shakespeare speeches from tragedies and 
decide whether they are in verse or prose and how this changes the vocal delivery. 
The metrical patterns should be annotated using the / method and and an acute 
accent (´) for stressed and a dash (–) for unstressed over the top of the syllable.  
The learner should find a speech from one of the tragedies and start preparing it 
for audition. It is a good idea to have two contrasting speeches prepared, one from 
a comedy and one from a tragedy. The learner must consider the whole play and 
research it by watching different film versions and going to see it live if possible. 
There are live recordings of performances available on Digital Theatre and on the 
National Theatre Archive (see links above). Once the speech has been learnt, work 
can start on the physicality of the character. Some learners will find it easier to 
work on physicality at the same time in order to learn the lines. See Weeks 8 and 
9 for vocal and physical warm‑up exercises and advice.

Week 3
This lesson focuses on an example of an approach towards preparing a 
contemporary text.

When working on any speech, the learner should take a similar approach. 
Get to know the play by watching it, listening to it and reading the text. See the 
speech in the context of the play as a whole and be prepared to answer questions 
on the play and the character you are playing. The following questions should 
help with the study of the play:
1. Where does the action take place?
2. When is the play set?
3. Who are the major characters?
4. Who are the minor characters?
5. Outline the plot in less than 200 words.
6. Who is your character?
7. Create a character profile for your character. (See template below.)
8. Why is this speech significant?
9. Who is your audience?
10. How do you want your audience to react?

Each learner should imagine where they are when they deliver the speech, to 
whom they are speaking and where they are placed. The learner should divide 
the speech up into units and work out the objectives for each unit. This will help 
with working out the meaning of the lines and the way to deliver them. Annotate 
the speech and add notes in the margin about movement, physicality and vocal 
delivery. Make notes on pace and pauses.

In order to develop the character, draw up a character profile. This might 
include: name, age, type of dwelling, method of transport, physical attributes, 
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gestures, idiosyncrasies, profession, family background, social status, what others 
say about the character, relationships with other characters, ambition, motivation, 
objectives, accent, dialect and way of speaking.

For each lesson learners should be given a variety of monologues from 
contemporary texts. They should be able to read through them and see what 
appeals to them. It is much better to choose monologues from plays rather than 
monologues from the internet that might not come from a play text. Complete 
play scripts are better than books of monologues. Try to go to the theatre on a regular 
basis and find exciting, new plays with monologues that will seem fresh for the person 
who will audition the learner.

As an example, you could start with a speech by Christopher in The Curious 
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Simon Stephens. In the play Siobhan is 
reading from Christopher’s book and on p. 35 she starts to read ‘ When I got home 
from school …’ which is the beginning of Christopher’s monologue. It ends on 
p. 36 ‘… used to buy shirts in them.’ (Bloomsbury Methuen Drama)

Divide the speech into units and work out what the character wants in each 
section of the speech and how s/he is trying to achieve it. As this is a physical 
theatre piece, add movement to illustrate the action and be careful to map out 
how the stage is used to reveal Christopher’s search through the house. This 
character is very particular about how he does things, so pay careful attention to 
his gestures. Consider how facial expression might reveal his thoughts. There are 
monologues by both the mother, Judy (pp. 42–44) and the father, Ed (pp. 46–47) 
that are appropriate for auditions, depending on the age of the student. Judy’s 
speech is good for demonstrating different emotional levels. Consider where the 
focus of her eyes is and which actions she will use while speaking to Christopher 
who remains silently sitting on the floor throughout the scene.

Then look at other plays by Simon Stephens, e.g. Birdland, which is about a pop 
star experiencing life on the road. The audience sees life from his point of view. 
This was shown at The Royal Court Theatre with Andrew Scott as the lead.

The National Theatre bookshop has a wide choice of scripts. For example, His 
Dark Materials based on the novels by Philip Pullman and adapted by Nicholas 
Wright (Nick Hern Books, London 2004). Scripts can be slightly changed for 
audition purposes. Look at pp. 136 to 138 – Serafina. This section could be turned 
into a monologue by editing Lyra’s lines and making some adjustments to 
Serafina’s lines.

This link will provide a list of contemporary plays.
http://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com/periods/2011‑2020‑iid‑2397

Week 4
In this lesson we are looking at texts for TV and film/working on vocal and 
physical techniques.

An audition for television or film is slightly different from one for theatre. To 
get the feel of a two minute monologue on screen, watch this clip of Andrew Scott 
in Sea Wall, a film by Simon Stephens.
http://www.seawallandrewscott.com/buy‑sea‑wall‑film‑starring‑andrew‑scott/

You can watch the entire film (34 mins) on Vimeo. It is interesting to watch and 
also to listen to without watching the screen.

In order to find an appropriate monologue, the learners will have to do some 
research. As a class learners make a list of popular drama series from television 
e.g. Sherlock, Game of Thrones, Doctor Who, Poldark, Broadchurch, Doctor Foster, etc. and 
look for characters whose speeches might be appropriate for audition.

Learners watch clips from a variety of drama series and choose a short two‑
minute monologue to work on. They study the vocal and physical delivery of 
the speech and make notes on how it differs from a live stage performance. In 
particular, the learners must consider how the actor works with the camera 
rather than a live audience. Learners present their findings to the rest of the class. 
Use the learning outcome list in the Resources in order to work on aspects of 
physical and vocal technique.

Questions to help:
1. How does the actor stand? How does he hold his body?
2. Where does the actor pause? Breathe?
3. How does the actor use volume in order to convey meaning?
4. Study the inflection of the voice. Is this dependent on accent? Does it convey 

mood?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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5. How are tone, pace and diction used to convey meaning to the audience?
6. How does pitch alter throughout the speech? How does it express emotion?
7. How does the actor employ any special vocal idiosyncrasies, e.g. a stammer, 

a lisp?
8. How does the actor use gesture to emphasise points in the speech, and to 

express thoughts and emotions?
9. How is the performance space used by the actor?
10. How are increases and decreases in energy levels used?
11. Does the actor look at the camera, i.e. the audience, or elsewhere? Why?
12. What are the given circumstances of the speech (the where, when, context)?

Weeks 5 and 6
These lessons cover preparing for an audition for TV and film – courses in screen 
acting.

Some universities specialise in courses for screen acting, both for television 
and film. Learners should work towards putting a show reel together of a few clips 
of their screen acting. This should include both location and interior settings. 
Clips should be short and the whole show reel no longer than 5 minutes with 
the best clips first. Include different styles such as naturalism and perhaps some 
action shots. Include a CV with the show reel.

Learners can find film scripts on IMSDB, the Internet Movie Script Database. 
The British Film Institute (BFI) has many scripts for sale in their bookshop.

A comprehensive list  scripts of well‑known TV dramas can be found and 
downloaded here:
https://sites.google.com/site/tvwriting/uk‑drama/pilot‑scripts

This link gives a pilot script for Peaky Blinders:
http://www.zen134237.zen.co.uk/Peaky_Blinders/Peaky_Blinders_1x01.pdf

Each group of learners could take a small section and cast it. Learners can then 
take it in turns to direct and film the scene in order to appreciate how the acting 
style needed is different from stage acting. The group must pay careful attention 
to the directions. For scenes that are on location and difficult to film, the group 
should focus on the acting skills needed. The script can be highlighted and 
annotated for acting/filming. The actor must be aware of where the cameras are 
set up and to which camera they are performing. Learners should evaluate the 
acting skills this task requires and add the evaluation to their log book. Use the 
list of terms for vocal technique and physical technique in Learning Outcome 2.

This link is for an episode of Sherlock. It is a shooting script and again a group 
should cast it and work through while preparing to be filmed:
http://www.zen134237.zen.co.uk/Sherlock/Sherlock_1x01_‑_A_Study_in_Scarlet.pdf

The point of the above exercises is to make learners aware of acting in front 
of a camera and not a live audience, as well as following directions that are in 
the script. The teacher should jump in and change what the actors are doing at 
various points, tactfully give feedback and redirect according to the shooting 
script. The teacher should explain that this type of interruption might happen at 
audition and the student should therefore respond positively to the new direction 
and show no offence. Learners should not be precious about their performances, 
rather seek the best performance by working closely with the director. Learners 
need to become familiar with the codes and conventions of TV and film scripts as 
they can be daunting at first.

Week 7
This lesson considers songs that might be appropriate for auditions.

Some learners might audition for musical theatre courses and others for acting 
where they still might be asked to perform a song. The following link is useful 
for finding different schools/colleges and some of the courses that they offer. 
Learners should investigate each institution to see what is required during the 
audition process:
http://andrewlloydwebberfoundation.com/scholarships/

Pop songs are generally inappropriate for drama school auditions. Look at musical 
theatre productions and numbers which are appropriate, i.e. the character is 
suitable.
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The learner must know, when they are going for an audition, where their 

strengths lie. Is the learner first and foremost an actor who can sing a bit or a 
great singer with limited acting skills? An actor with an average singing voice 
should choose a character song and work on characterisation and telling the 
story/revealing the emotion behind the song. Ask questions like:
1. Where am I at this point in my life?
2. What do I want to do next?
3. What do I want to achieve?
4. How am I feeling? Why?
5. What can change my situation?
6. What do I have to do in order to realise that change?
7. Who am I singing to?
8. What has happened so far in the musical?
9. Is there another character present?
10. What happens after this song in the rest of the musical, i.e. are the character’s 

wishes fulfilled? Do their dreams come true?

This website will give ideas for songs for different types of voices as well as advice 
on how to choose a song:
http://www.actorhub.co.uk/2504/song‑analysis‑for‑musical‑theatre‑actors‑and‑
auditions

There are different types of song within a musical including ballads and more 
upbeat songs. Try to develop a repertoire of songs which cover different functions 
within the plot and different moods and paces. If you are auditioning for a show 
then research the composer of the music and the lyricist to see which other 
shows they have written. Watch these shows and choose songs from them.

For each of audition songs, make sure you follow the same process as for the 
monologues above, Research the show, watch it, and draw up a profile for the 
character you are playing.

Week 8
This week, learners fix their choices:

 f Two Shakespeare monologues; one from a tragedy and one from a comedy
 f One contemporary piece
 f One classic piece – use a book or selection of plays to find appropriate 
monologues

 f Two contrasting songs.

Learners rehearse their pieces and give constructive criticism to each other using 
the learning outcomes.

Weeks 9 to 12
The last four weeks are for the auditions. Assignments should be written with 
these in mind as they form the major part of the evidence. It would be good to 
have more than one teacher on the audition panel. Learners should be filmed in 
order to provide evidence and help with evaluation of performance for the log 
book. Teachers should write observation records of the final performances.

Use the learning outcome lists from the Resources.

Week 9
Rehearsals.

Week 10
Audition 1:

 f Two Shakespeare pieces and one either contemporary or classic
 f Some interruptions from the director followed by redirection.

Week Eleven
Audition 2:

 f One Shakespeare piece and two contrasting songs.

Week Twelve
Audition 3:

 f One piece, either contemporary or classic plus a song.

In Classical Audition Speeches for Women 
by Jean Marlow, ( A & C Black Limited, 
1996) there are many good choices 
by writers such as William Wycherley, 
R.B. Sheridan, Oscar Wilde, Aphra Behn, 
Oliver Goldsmith and John Dryden.
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: Unit Content/Learning Outcomes
1. Know how to select suitable audition material

Research and planning: e.g.
Assessing function/relevance of charactisation
Analysis of text to build a character profile
Deconstructing a script using e.g. units/objectives/barriers
Communication with director to develop interpretation of the role
Assessing nature of actor/audience relationship
Researching the work and preferences of organisations that hold auditions

Material: e.g.
Contemporary naturalism
Realism
Expressionism
Surrealism
Epic
Greek
Choral and ensemble
Melodrama
Commedia dell’Arte
Restoration
Pre‑Elizabethan
Elizabethan/Jacobean
Grotesque
Farce
Physical or visual theatre
Political
Theatre of cruelty
Theatre of the absurd
Play texts
Screenplays
Use of compilation books versus use of speeches taken or adapted from plays

Contrasting: e.g.
Naturalistic/stylized
Serious/comic
Close‑to‑type/away‑from‑type
Internalized emotionality/externalized emotionality

2. Be able to relate vocal and physical performance techniques to character and style
Vocal technique:
Posture
Body awareness
Breath control
Breath capacity
Facial relaxation
Body relaxation
Loudness
Inflection
Tone
Pace

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Pausing
Accent/dialect
Diction
Vocal idiosyncrasies
Pitch
Pause
Resonance

Physical technique:
Posture
Gesture
Use of tension
Height
Openness
Space and eye contact
Range and appropriateness of energy

Character:
Age
Status
Power in relationships
Personality and attitudes
Given circumstances, including objectives/barriers

Style: e.g.
Naturalism
Realism
Expressionism
Surrealism
Epic
Greek
Choral and ensemble
Melodrama
Commedia dell’Arte
Restoration
Pre‑Elizabethan
Elizabethan/Jacobean
Grotesque
Farce
Physical or visual theatre
Political
Theatre of cruelty
Theatre of the absurd
Play text
Screenplay

Growth and development:
Engagement with the role
Character decisions
Experiment and risk
Extension and refinement
Memorising

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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3. Be able to use vocal and physical technique in performance

Vocal technique:
As above in LO2

Physical technique:
As above in LO2 plus relaxation technique
Using imagination to visualize environment

Audition performance techniques:
Learned monologue
Sight‑read monologue
Sight‑read duologue
Response to re‑direction during audition
Requirement to improvise during audition

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Resource 2: The assessment and grading criteria

The PLTS (personal, learning and thinking skills) are given in brackets.
To achieve a pass grade the evidence must show that the learner is able to:

 f P1 describe the suitability of chosen audition material for audition contexts (CT – creative 
thinkers)

 f P2 develop vocal and physical performance technique, responding to character and style of 
audition text (EP – effective participators)

 f P3 demonstrate vocal and physical technique in an audition situation (SM – self‑managers)

To achieve a merit grade the evidence must show that, in addition to the pass criteria, the learner 
is able to:

 f M1 explain the suitability of chosen material for audition contexts
 f M2 develop vocal and physical performance technique, showing control and thoughtfulness in 

response to character and responding to style of audition text
 f M3 demonstrate competent vocal and physical technique in an audition situation

To achieve a distinction grade the evidence must show that, in addition to the pass and merit 
criteria, the learner is able to

 f D1 analyse the suitability of chosen audition material for audition contexts
 f D2 develop vocal and physical performance technique, showing consistent control physical 

ease and an imaginative response to character and responding to style of audition text
 f D3 demonstrate effective and confident vocal and physical technique in an audition situation

See the unit specification p. 12 for explanation about the PLTS and opportunities for the skills to be 
applied in this unit.
Functional skills in ICT and English Level 2 can be included. See specification p. 13 for details.

Resource 3: Further reference material suggestions
 f https://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/plays.php 

for a list of all Shakespeare’s plays, characters and speeches
 f https://www.bl.uk/shakespeare/articles/prose‑and‑verse‑in‑shakespeares‑plays 

for a discussion of the use of verse and prose in Shakespeare’s plays
 f http://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples‑of‑iambic‑pentameter.html 

for examples of iambic pentameter
 f https://www.thoughtco.com/prosody‑systematic‑study‑of‑poetry‑meter‑120958 

for more on prosody (the metre of poetry)
 f https://www.thoughtco.com/performing‑shakespeare‑interview‑2984995 

for an interview with Ben Crystal on performing Shakespeare
 f Acting Characters by Paul Elsam (Methuen, second edition, 2011, ISBN 978 1 408 13284 5)
 f The Voice Exercise Book, Jeannette Nelson (National Theatre Publishing, 2015)
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https://www.bl.uk/shakespeare/articles/prose-and-verse-in-shakespeares-plays
http://examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-iambic-pentameter.html
https://www.thoughtco.com/prosody-systematic-study-of-poetry-meter-120958
https://www.thoughtco.com/performing-shakespeare-interview-2984995

